The Naked Shore: Of the North Sea Tom Blass bloomsbury (2016)
Compared to the charismatic Mediterranean, Europe's North Sea can seem a workaday tract of "mists, miasmas and surliness", notes journalist Tom Blass. But in trawling its depths for this vivid travelogue, Blass dredges up nuggets from an eventful cultural, military, industrial, economic and ancient history. Launching from the estuarine murk of the Thames, he takes in Dutch polders (tracts of land dubbed 'waking', 'sleeping' or 'dreaming', depending on distance from the sea), Frisian dialects, fishing fracases, puffins, porpoises and a future of warming waters and giant wind farms. of structure-formation theory and progress on unravelling galaxy formation. Gott's major protagonists (including James Gunn, Jeremiah Ostriker and James Peebles) did make key discoveries, but in the context of a broader group than Gott describes. Gott also gives only a partial account of the creation and development of a key contemporary effort: work on large-scale structure and mapping of the cosmic web by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) -which uses the optical telescope at Apache Point Observatory, New Mexico -to create the most detailed 3D maps of the Universe yet, and continues to map further regions and earlier times.
Gott's is a personal view of cosmological developments, giving space and life to realities of research. This evokes the best of physicist and science historian Abraham Pais's more comprehensive books, such as Inward Bound (Clarendon/Oxford Univ. Press, 1988) . Unafraid of spending a page explaining an idea that turns out to be wrong, Gott engagingly describes the blind alleys along the way to current views. He presents figures and equations stripped to their fundamental forms, but avoids the common temptation to water them down unrecognizably.
His work shines with this approach. As 3D maps of the Universe emerged from the 1980s onwards, revealed by surveys such as the SDSS and its forerunners, and as the theoretical picture of cosmology developed, it became clear that the pattern of density fluctuations in the Universe is a cosmic, topologically sponge-like web. Gott's youthful work had primed him to grasp this, and gave him the mathematical tools to test it. This aspect of cosmology is now an essential facet of our knowledge, and our fullest understanding of the topology of large-scale structure is derived from techniques that Gott developed.
Gott's journey shows how scientists can be so motivated by their earliest obsessions that they persist in pursuing them -and how unique obsessions can let them bring something new to the crowded 
